
SAFETY
FIRST

RESTAURANT

Consumers continue being
cautious – even once restaurants

open again. Regular cleaning,
wiping, use of disinfectants,

distancing and frequent inspections
are top measures that consumers

claim to make them feel safe
in re-opened dining.

MORE CLEAN
THAN GREEN

Anxiety is shifting consumer
focus from green credentials to

health and safety. The precautionary
measures justify disposable plastic 

utensils, apparel, covers and
extra packaging.

TRIED-AND
-TRUE
Consumers are loyal to the places
they like, know and that is a part
of their community. They prefer
the local small operator over
the big chain business.

DELIVERY GETS
INTO THE HABIT
The Delivery Services proved to be 
a silver lining in the pandemic crisis.   
One out of five users will use delivery 
more frequently. China’s lesson proves
that delivery & take-out continue
to grow after the lockdown.

LOCAL HITS
THE BIG TIME

Consumers desire both a sense
of local individuality and national

identity. Safety concerns are 
the first to drive hyper-localization.

Common solidarity observed during
the crisis leverages it beyond

the pre-COVID level.

CUTTING BACK
SPENDS
Uncertainty about the economy
prevents consumers from a purchase
or at least makes them being
careful about spending. Eating out 
habits are on the top of the saving 
list however, it is also one of the top 
sentiments consumers miss 
through the crisis.

Check how to optimize
delivery service from
McCain's Delivery How-to Guide

Learn more how to communicate
your safety protocol from our

Social Media Toolkit

Check how to attract consumers
playing on their sentiments
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DOWNLOAD

READ MORE

Today’s menu:

with Crispy Fries

   Come in,
We are open! Mediterranean

burger

TOGETHER LET’S UNDERSTAND 

Csumer Eating Out Drivers

Lk  the FutureTOGETHER WE CAN
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